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Abstract
Versioning file systems are useful in applications like post-intrusion file system analysis, or reliable file retention and
retrievability as required by legal regulations for sensitive data management. Secure versioning file systems provide
essential security functionalities such as data integrity, data confidentiality, access control, and verifiable audit trails.
However, these tools build on top of centralized data repositories operating within a trusted infrastructure. They often
fail to offer the same security properties when applied to repositories lying on decentralized, portable storage devices
like USB flash drives and memory chip cards. The reason is that portable storage devices are usually passive, i.e., they
cannot enforce any security policy on their own. Instead, they can be plugged in any (untrusted) platform which may
not correctly maintain or intentionally corrupt the versioning information on the device. However, we point out that
analogous concerns are also raised in those scenarios in which data repositories are hosted by outsourced cloud-based
storage services whose providers might not satisfy certain security requirements.
In this paper we present TVFS: a Trusted Versioning File System which stores data on untrusted storage devices.
TVFS has the following features: (1) file integrity and confidentiality; (2) trustworthy data retention and retrievability;
and (3) verifiable history of changes in a seamless interval of time. With TVFS any unauthorized data change or
corruption (possibly resulting from being connected to an untrusted platform) can be detected when it is connected to
a legitimate trusted platform again. We present a prototype implementation and discuss its performance and security
properties. We highlight that TVFS could fit those scenarios where different stakeholders concurrently access and update
shared data, such as financial and e-health multiparty services as well as civil protection application systems such as
hazardous waste tracking systems, where the ability to reliably keep track of documents history is a strong (or legally
enforced) requirement.

1. Introduction
Versioning file systems transparently retain different
versions of stored files and record the history of changes
made to each file over time. This kind of file systems
was originally introduced to allow users to maintain a filegrained backup making available an accurate log of their
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work and possibly to recover their data after any wrongful
operation. Versioning file systems have several advantages
compared to conventional backup systems or applicationlevel revision control systems [1]. Versioning file systems
store locally the old data, so that users can autonomously
access their backups without the effort of the system administrator; they operate independently from the type of
files and the applications; new versions of any file are created automatically each time a data change occurs, instead
of requiring the user who modifies the file to explicitly create a new version.
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These characteristics make versioning file systems suitable to several important applications, motivating renewed
interest in this subject. For example, running an operating system over a versioning file system, enables the
administrator to detect, and analyze the occurring data
changes in order to discover potential malicious activities
and, if any, provides the capability to recover the file system to a safe state. Furthermore, versioning file systems
naturally fit those application scenarios where, due to recently introduced regulations – e.g., Sarbanes-Oxley Act
(SOX), Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA) and the Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA), – retention and availability of sensitive data, as well as reliable information about their evolution, are recommended or mandatory.
Therefore, newly introduced secure versioning file systems [2, 3, 4, 5] feature trustworthy data repositories which
guarantee confidentiality, integrity and availability for each
stored file version, according to the required security and
retention policies. In addition, any change made to the
stored files is recorded to accurate log files in order to
keep verifiable tracks of which data have been modified,
when and by whom.
Generally, these file systems provide a data repository
which is embedded within a trusted computing base that
ensures the file contents and meta-data are protected and
can be accessed only through a precise protocol and according the configured security policy. Such repository can
be either implemented locally and managed by a trusted
operating system component, or can be hosted by a remote
centralized file server, and reachable through the network,
leveraging on network security facilities as communication
encryption and peers authentication.
However, we highlight that such tools cannot provide
equivalent guarantees if the data repository is implemented
on a Mobile Storage Device (MSD). Examples of MSDs
are USB memory sticks, transportable hard-disk drives,
and memory chip cards. MSDs have gained an important role as means to easily transfer data across multiple
working locations and platforms, and to store and transfer
data among equipment of very different type, e.g., digital
cameras, printers, car or home media systems, and even
medical equipment. A typical usage scenario are medical
alert USB flash drives that store important medical information of users on the stick to be used in emergency
situations, such as accidents or natural disasters.
However, introducing the possibility of storing data on
MSDs raises serious security concerns. In general, the usage of passive mobile storage devices faces the challenges
of protecting the confidentiality of the stored data and
protecting the computing platforms they are attached to
from potential malware that may reside on the storage
devices. In particular, if used as versioning data repository, mobile storage devices allow to perform unattended
changes to the stored files, i.e., bypassing the correct protocol and security policy enforcement. The reason is that
they are passive storage devices, they generally do not have

an implicit security mechanism built in. Hence, passive
MSDs are totally under the control of the platform they
are attached to. Moreover, standard encryption tools, even
when correctly executed on those computing platforms,
may solve the confidentiality requirements, but they usually lack support for maintaining versioning information
and audit trails on the storage device.
We mention in the following paragraphs two real-world
scenarios related to civil protection services that face these
issue in practice.
Nowadays electronic healthcare infrastructures provide
citizens of personal storage devices which store some essential medical information, as well as maintain individual
collections of electronic health information: e.g., the electronic health record (EHR), potentially shareable across
different domains (such as, practitioners, social security or
insurance officers, and so on) with different access privileges. All these stakeholders may access and update this
information according to their roles and satisfying certain
access control and privacy rules. However, any data access and manipulation should be traceable and possibly
reversible, as erroneous, fraudulent, and no longer valid
changes should be detectable and revocable as well. However, several e-health infrastructure implementations provide such mechanisms in order to guarantee the security
and privacy of data lying on centralized storage repository [6], whereas enforcing the same security policies over
the data stored on the individual personal devices still
raises several issues [7]. Consider the case of a car accident, first-aid personnel needs to be promptly enabled
to access the data stored in the victims’ personal device.
To this end, any required access credential is disclosed,
bypassed any access control rule. The main drawbacks of
this procedure are that data become completely prone to
potentially destructive operations, sensitive information,
though not related to the current emergency, could be disclosed, revoking such emergency-driven access privileges
may be not a trivial task.
Waste management systems include monitoring of waste
disposal processes with particular emphasis in tracking the
transfer of hazardous waste and maintainig the related information. A typical example is the (now abandoned) italian hazardous waste tracking system (SISTRI) [8] which
aimed to provide an electronic framework to track the
waste chain at a national level. It featured several devices,
including a passive ”trusted” MSD (a USB stick) which
stored several documents such as waste delivery notes and
packing slips. The waste producer created the related documents (with a trusted application also lying on the MSD)
and gave it to the transporter who plugged it in a “blackbox”, a trusted device mounted on the vehicle which enriched the documentation with annotations about the trip
(e.g., GPS measures, delivery to different transporters or
brokers) to the stocking site. One of the issues raised by
this system was ensuring the reliability of the annotations
history.
In this paper, we concentrate on solving the problem of
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key. However, while signing the document, S specifies
which parts of it B is allowed to extract a valid signature
for. Eventually, B sends her subdocument to V who can
verify that the subdocument has been signed by S without any interaction with her and without knowledge of the
portion of the original document B did not include in the
issued subdocument.
We use this scheme to implement trustworthy traceability and reversibility of file content changes.

implementing secure file-grained versioning upon a data
repository lying on a totally passive off-the-shelf storage
device, such as Mobile Storage Devices, aiming at preserving as much as possible of their flexibility which is probably
the main reason of their success. To this end, we present
the design and the implementation of a Trusted Versioning File System (TVFS) which features file integrity and
confidentiality along with a verifiable log of changes mechanism to guarantee that: opening a file ensures that it was
created or modified only by the set of users resulting from
its history, and that all versions one can extract from the
file define its history of changes in a seamless interval of
time.
In contrast to existing file systems or versioning systems,
TVFS enables two major benefits:

2.1.1. Notation and Definitions
A document M is composed of an ordered set of n
smaller messages M = {m1 , m2 , m3 , . . . , mn }. An extracted subdocument M 0 of M is composed of a subset of
messages of M so that the i-th message of M 0 can be either mi or [ (blank/empty) while the position of the other
non-blank messages is the same as in M . The i-th message
of document M is denoted as M [i]. The set {1, . . . , n} of
message indices in M is denoted with [n]. The extraction
subset X is the set of the indices of messages of a document M that are included in a subdocument M 0 . X is a
subset of the set of message indices in M . Given a document M , the Content Extraction Access Structure (CEAS)
C represents the set of all allowed extraction subsets, as it
is stated by the signer S.
Given a document M = {m1 , m2 , m3 , . . . , mn }, any document N composed of the same messages of M placed in
a different order, is considered a different document (e.g.,
N = {m2 , m1 , m3 , . . . , mn } =
6 M ).

• TVFS’ security properties do not rely on any security
feature provided by the underlying storage device. It
allows to store and reliably retrieve files and their related versioning information even on mobile storage
devices that can be moved among computing platforms without the need for a central repository system.
• TVFS provides a security model that affects only
slightly the way in which MSDs are traditionally used:
It does not impose neither additional security procedures, nor further constrains to frequent operations
such as making unattended device backups or multiple copies of versioning files.
TVFS leverages on the Content Extraction Signature
(CES) scheme [9, 10, 11]. As far as we know, this is one
of the earliest applications of this cryptographic primitive
in file systems design.

Example. Let M = {m1 , m2 , m3 , m4 }, the document
M 0 = {m1 , [, m3 , m4 } and M 00 = {[, m2 , [, m4 } are subdocuments of M whereas Q = {m1 , m3 , m4 } and Q0 =
{m2 , m4 } are not.
Moreover, X 0 = {1, 3, 4} and X 00 = {2, 4} are, respectively, the extraction subset of M 0 and M 00 .

Paper organization. The paper is organized as follows.
Some preliminary notions and notation about Content Extraction Signature and versioning file systems are given
in Section 2. Our proposal is introduced in Section 3,
whereas details of the underlying file format and operation
are treated respectively in Sections 4 and 5. The security
of the scheme is analyzed in Section 6. A proof-of-concept
implementation along with its performance are discussed
in Section 7. The paper provides a brief survey of proposals and research related to our work in Section 8 and some
concluding remarks in Section 9.

Definition. A Content Extraction Signature (CES)
scheme as defined in [9, 11] consists of four algorithms:
• Keygen(). On input of a security parameter κ, generates a secret/public key pair (SK, P K)
• Sign(). On input of the signing key SK, a document
M = {m1 , . . . , mn } and a content extraction access
structure C, outputs a content extraction signature
σM

2. Background
2.1. Content Extraction Signature
Our file system uses the Content Extraction Signature
(CES) scheme proposed in [9, 10, 11]. In this scheme we
have three actors: the signer S, the bearer B and the verifier V. S produces and signs a document and gives it to
B.
B can extract a subdocument (i.e., a portion of the original document) along with an extracted signature without
any interaction with S and without knowing her private

• Extract(). On input of a document M , its σM ,
the signer’s public key P K and an extraction subset X ⊆ [n], outputs an extracted signature σMX on
the subdocument MX .
• Verify(). On input of an extracted subdocument
MX , its σMX and P K, outputs a verification decision
∈ {accept, reject}.
3

• Comparing versions. Evaluating how stored files
change is a central feature in a versioning system.
Typically, a versioning system should enable its users
to print out the differences between two versions or
between the selected version and the one present in
the workspace.

2.1.2. Properties
An essential property a Content Extraction Signature
scheme is required to satisfy is the following:
Definition. CES-Unforgeability It is infeasible for an
attacker, having access to a CES signing oracle, to produce
a document/signature pair (M, σ) such that: σ passes the
verification test for M and M is either: (a) not a subdocument of any document queried to the CES signing oracle,
or (b) is a subdocument of a queried document D, but not
allowed to be extracted by the CEAS attached to the sign
query for D.
All schemes presented in [9, 10], are proven to be CESunforgeable if the standard signature scheme S they are
built upon, satisfies the standard unforgeability notion,
i.e., it is existentially unforgeable under adaptive chosen
message attacks (see [12]).
In particular, our file system leverages on the instantiation proposed in [11], which is proven to be CESunforgeable.

• Attribute management. Attributes are information expressed as couples {attr-name,attr-value} that
can be associated to each version. These attributes
can be used by the versioning system itself as well as
by applications which leverage on it.
• History analysis includes a set operations that are
used to formulate queries to the repository. Very often, users may want list the file’s history, according
certain lemmas or aggregate actions according certain
version attributes or properties (e.g., author, timestamp, annotations).
A versioning file system is essentially a revision control
system that exposes the interface of traditional file systems. On a versioning file system, the user applications
access implicitly to the current file version, whereas, a new
version is silently created whenever the file content is modified by means of write operations. Generally, applications
are unaware of accessing versioned files as the system is
implemented as a virtual file system layer overlaying the
real file repository.
Although main file operators can be mapped onto versioning operators, not every versioning functionality can
be mapped onto the file system semantic. For example,
functionalities such as retrieving an older file version or
browsing the change history of a file should be performed
by means a separated interface, e.g., a set of ad-hoc version management tools. In Section 8, we briefly survey the
literature related to versioning file systems.

2.2. Versioning File Systems
Versioning is a technique that allows to record files along
with their history (i.e., the sequence of changes they have
been subject to, throughout their lifetime), so that one
can reconstruct any past version of the file, in order to recover possible wrongful changes, as well as to realize how
any file has changed over time. This technique can be
implemented in different ways, according to the application field, for example, revision control systems, such as
RCS [13] or CVS [1] are consolidated versioning tools that
are available free of charge and mainly employed in software development.
In general, files and history-related metadata are stored
in a file repository which is exclusively maintained by the
versioning system and that can be accessed only through a
certain protocol, implemented by the provided versioning
tools.
Existing versioning systems, provide a plethora of common basic functionalities, we mention in particular:

2.3. Lazy revocation
Lazy revocation [14] is a technique used to efficiently
handle user revocation in groups of users which share encrypted resources and the related encryption key. A lazy
revocation scheme assumes that protecting old data from
revoked users is not necessary since they could have already accessed the data and have potentially disclosed it.
Hence, when a user is revoked, a new key is issued and
delivered to the remaining group members, but previously
encrypted data are not re-encrypted, whereas new data
will be encrypted with the new key. Note that each user
still needs to store the old keys in order to read data encrypted at the respective time of validity.
More precisely, consider a group of users who share some
encrypted data. In a lazy revocation scheme, each key is
assigned of a validity interval of time (time-slot). So, if
t is the current time-slot, kt is the currently valid key,
and all keys ki generated at times i < t are considered
revoked. Whenever a user leaves the group, the current

• Check-in: is the operation through with a new file
version, currently present in a temporary working
area, is added to the repository.
• The check-out procedure retrieves an arbitrary version from the repository and materializes it into a temporary working area. Usually, the check-out operator
returns the latest version in the repository. However,
one can select and check-out a different version, by
explicitly indicating its version number or tag.
• Version merging and pruning. The version number tends to grow indefinitely, affecting the system’s
performance. These operators allow to reduce it, by
deleting useless (or wrongful) versions as well as merge
together different consecutive versions which carry little changes each.
4

key is revoked and the new key kt+1 is generated and delivered to the remaining group members. To avoid that
participants store all revoked keys, several schemes [15, 16]
provide users of a single user master key Kt for each timeslot t. Kt can be used to extract all keys ki (0 ≤ i ≤ t).
This kind of scheme is characterized by a trusted status for
each time-slot t. The initialization algorithm of the lazy
revocation scheme generates the initial engine state E0 related to the time-slot t = 0. User master key K0 is derived
from E0 . When a revocation occurs, the scheme updates
its state taking current state Et to the new state Et+1 ,
hence, a new master key Kt+1 is derived and delivered.
Revoked users still know Kt , but cannot use it to extract
the new key kt+1 .

pendent from the underlying storage device as well as its
running file system type. Indeed, a TVFS repository can
be equally stored on a NTFS formatted portable disk or a
FAT32 formatted USB stick.
A TVFS volume is assumed to operate within a security
domain encompassing a Public Key Infrastructure, which
features a certificate authority devoted to issue and revoke
certificates for signature keys, and a generic credential authority which takes care of encryption key management
and access control policy enforcement.
Within such a domain, legitimate users access any TVFS
file system through a set of trusted platforms that:
• establish a secure connection with the credential authority in order to retrieve the user credentials and
keys needed to properly access and verify stored files,
as well as to securely store such credentials locally,
protecting them from unauthorized accesses and misuses;

3. Our proposal
In this section we present the Trusted Versioning File
System (TVFS), our solution to the problem of implementing a trustworthy versioning file system upon totally
untrusted storage, such as mobile storage devices. We first
give a general overview of the file system design and basic
assumptions before we focus on the details in the subsequent sections.
TVFS features a file system layer that provides users a
standard file system interface to the underlying versioning
repository. TVFS implements and enriches the standard
file system calls with the required version management operators such as check-in and check-out.
For example, when a process opens a file with the open
system call on a TVFS volume, the TVFS implementation
performs a check-out operation to the underlying repository. Subsequently, a working copy of the requested file as
it appears in its latest version is made available in a temporary storage area. Read and write operations are done on
this working copy through a transparent encryption layer,
achieving confidentiality of the content. The close system
call in turn leads to the check-in of the currently modified
file version and destroys the working copy. Figure 1 shows
an overview of the TVFS file system layer operation.
A set of additional versioning tools implements the
repository management operations that do not fit the usual
file system semantics. This includes functions to check-out
a version that is different from the latest, to compare and
extract differences between two versions, and to show and
analyze file history annotations.
The different versions of each file are stored in a special
data format. This data format contains: (i) the latest
checked-in version of the file in encrypted form; (ii) all
changes (encrypted) made to the file in order to produce
it since file creation; (iii) meta-data to reconstruct every
single file version and to identify the corresponding author
thereof; and (iv) for each version, the extracted signatures
that allow to verify whether the version is trusted and has
been built starting from a trusted version.
The file repository is, in turn, implemented by means
of standard file system calls, so that it is completely inde-

• locally enforce the access control policy and guarantee that the repository is accessed only following the
right protocol, that is, ensuring that any update to
the file repository is done respecting syntactically and
semantically the TVFS file format.
As TVFS repositories are stored on totally passive storage devices, such as dumb flash drives, we must expect
them to be mounted to, accessed and modified by, as well
as copied and variously manipulated by any platform they
are attached to. However, under the requirement stated
above, any unauthorized data change or corruption can
be immediately detected as the device is connected to a
legitimate platform.
We focus on the implementation and evaluation of the
file system layer in this paper, whereas we leave the credential authority and other components of the security domain at a more abstract level. Since pursuing a complete
separation and independence between the file system design and key/user management functionalities, we envision
that these aspects can be instantiated by many existing
solutions. In particular, in developing TVFS we have considered as reference architectures those described in [17]
and [18].
3.1. Preliminaries and notation
In TVFS, any file F is shared by a group of users
G = {u1 , . . .}. The credential authority is the component that performs any change to the group configuration,
e.g., adds new users to the group, and revokes existing
group members. Whenever a new user joins the group, its
newly created identifier u is added to G, whereas the identifier of any revoked user ui is added to the set of revoked
users RL = {ur1 , . . .}. Each user ui ∈ G has an own public/secret key pair (P Kui , SKui ) used to sign and verify
files shared with members of G.
Our scheme features file content encryption by means
of a symmetric block cipher (see Section 5.4). The set
5

A file version Vi , i > 0 is composed of a set of blocks
{hi , b1 , . . . , bn }, the special block hi is the header block of
version Vi . In our application, each file version plays the
role of a document M in the content extraction signature
given above. We denote the j-th block in Vi with Vi [j] =
bj . In case of ambiguity, we denote the i-th version of file
F as F.Vi .
Blocks in a file version Vi can be either old or new. Old
blocks come unchanged from the previous file version Vi−1
whereas new blocks have been changed in the current version. Furthermore, we denote as undo blocks, those blocks
of Vi−1 that have been replaced by new blocks in Vi .
As in most versioning systems, we adopt the strategy of
keeping the current version of a shared file entirely available, whereas the previous versions are stored as undo
records, i.e., as the patch that has to be applied to the
latest version in order to obtain the previous one. In our
file format, the undo record representing any intermediary
version Vi is composed of the undo blocks of version Vi+1 .
Moreover we have to distinguish between latest and current versions. The current version is the one that is currently accessed by the user. By default, the current version
is also the latest but this may not be true if, for example,
the user wishes to work on an older version in order to
start a different branch of the file. In this case, before allowing the user to access the requested version, the system
first reconstruct and selects it as current. We denote the
current version with Vc . Trivially, if Vl is the latest version
and Vc is the current version, c ≤ l.

Figure 1: System Operation

K = {k1 , . . .} contains the keys to encrypt files shared
by members of group G. The credential authority handles keys in K according to the file access policy agreed
among group members and following the usual key lifecycle events (creation, revocation, renewal due to user revocation, etc.). We denote the configuration of group G
with the tuple < G, RL, K >. Group members access the
shared files through their user platform (UP). For simplicity, we assume user platforms are individual, so that user
ui accesses shared files through platform U Pi .
Any TVFS file F is stored as the ordered sequence
{V0 , . . . , Vl } of records that represent all its version from its
initial version V0 to the latest one Vl (see Section 4). Each
version Vi has been produced consequently to the changes
made to F by a certain group member uj ∈ G. Once users
have created a new version Vi , they also sign the file — we
describe the signature scheme in Section 5. We say that
user uj is the signer, denoted as si , of version Vi . Note
that, for any choice of versions Vi and Vk ∈ F, (i 6= k), it
could be that si = sk = uj where uj is a certain member
of G who created and signed both versions.
The solution we present guarantees:
• that F preserve its integrity and confidentiality;
• that F has been created by user s0 and subsequently
modified by users s1 , . . . , sl ; and
• that the ordered set of versions {V0 , . . . , Vl } exactly
defines the history of F in a seamless time interval.
4. File structure
A shared versioned file F is stored as an ordered sequence of file versions V0 , . . . , Vl , where V0 is the initial
version and Vl is the latest one. The initial version V0 is
created along with the file and does not contain user data.

Figure 2: Sample file with three versions.

Let’s consider the example depicted in Figure 2. The file
F is composed of three versions (we do not count the initial
6

version V0 ) represented by the set V0 , . . . , V3 . Version V3
is composed of the blocks {h3 , b1 , b2 , b03 , b04 , b5 } where h3 , b03
and b04 are new blocks, b1 , b2 and b5 are old blocks and,
consequently, the undo record representing V2 is composed
of block h2 and previous version of blocks b3 and b4 .
We define as old(Vi ) the extracted subdocument of Vi−1
containing hi−1 and all old blocks in Vi , and as undo(Vi )
the extracted subdocument of Vi−1 containing all undoblocks of Vi . In our example old(V3 )={h2 , b1 , b2 , [, [ b5 }
and undo(V3 ) = {h2 , [, [, b3 , b4 , [}.
The header block contains the information needed to
reconstruct and validate the whole file version. More in
detail, the header block hi of a certain version Vi contains:
(i)
the identity of the signer si , and three signatures: σf ull ,
(i)

are stored in the header block hl+1 , and are computed as
follows:
(l+1)

(l)

(l+1)

(l)

• σold = Extract(Vl ,σf ull , P Ksl , [n] − J ∪ {0}) is the
extracted signature of the old blocks of Vl+1 and assures that such blocks come from Vl (without reconstructing Vl and without contacting ul ).
• σundo = Extract(Vl ,σf ull , P Ksl , J) is the extracted
signature of the undo blocks of Vl+1 and allows to
verify that such blocks come from version Vl .
For each version Vi , we denote with C = {J ∈ 2[n] |0 ∈ J}
the default CEAS. This setting states that all extracted
subdocument of Vi include the header block hi .
Then, the system computes the signature of the whole
(l+1)
version Vl+1 as σf ull =Sign(SKsl+1 , Vl+1 , C) , and adds it
to hl+1 . On the filestore, the previous version Vl is replaced
by its subdocument undo(Vl+1 ) and eventually, the entire
new version Vl+1 (e.g., all its blocks) is appended to the
file F .

(i)

σold and σundo that are respectively: the signature of the
whole i-th version computed by si and the extracted signatures of the subdocuments old(Vi ) and undo(Vi ) of Vi−1 .
Further file metadata is also placed in the header block,
such as file length, the number of blocks, information
about data encryption, etc.
Note that, since it changes at each version, the header
block is always present in each undo record. Moreover,
for each version Vi the header block hi−1 also belongs to
old(Vi ), though it never appears within the old blocks of
any version. This is because hi−1 is needed to verify the
extracted signature of old(Vi ).
The content of a File version is encrypted on a per block
basis. Each block can be encrypted, with a different key
belonging to the group key set K. For example, given a
version Vi = {hi , b1 , b2 , . . .} the identifier of the key used to
encrypt any block bj is stored as kj in a meta-data section
of the block data structure.

5.2. Version extraction and verification
As we said above, in a versioned file F = {V0 , . . . , Vl },
each version Vi (0 < i ≤ l) is formed by adding just
new/modified blocks and keeping all unchanged blocks of
Vi−1 . On the other hand, except the latest version Vl which
is always completely available, any intermediate version
Vi , (0 < i < l) is reconstructed (on demand) by applying iteratively to Vl , all undo records representing versions
Vj , (i ≤ j < l).
The full signature of the current version Vi along with
the identifier of its signer si are retrieved from its header
block hi . If Vi is not the initial version, hi also contains
the extracted signatures of old and undo blocks whereas
the signer identifier si−1 is available in the header block
hi−1 (that is stored in the undo record that represents that
previous version.)
Let u be a user who checks out the version Vi from
F . User u can check-out that version if she is able
to reconstruct and successfully verify the integrity of all
Vj (i < j ≤ l) (no matter if any signer sj ∈ RL). Moreover, u can trust that version if she can validate it, i.e., if
she can successfully verify the integrity of Vi and all previous versions Vj , (0 ≤ j < i) and, moreover, not one of the
users that signed those version appears in RL.
More precisely, we say that a version Vi is valid if:

5. File operation
5.1. Creating and revising versioned files
We describe how new files and new versions of an existing file are created. In the following we will refer to
a file F = {V0 , . . . , Vl } and denote as si the signer of
Vi , (0 ≤ i ≤ l) (note that for some i 6= j can be si = sj ).
When s0 creates the new file F , the file system creates
its initial version V0 . Such a version contains only the
header block h0 .
The first version V1 is separately created when the earliest data is written to the file.
Here we describe this process along with the procedure
followed to create a new version to an existing file. We
recall that Vi [j] denotes the j − th block bj of version Vi
and, in particular, Vi [0] denotes the header block hi .
Let Vl = {hl , b1 , b2 , . . . , bn } be the latest version of file
F . Assume user sl+1 opens F and modifies a set of blocks
in Vl whose indices form the set J (note that always 0 ∈ J).
The file system creates the new version Vl+1 whose blocks
are: Vl+1 [j] = b0j if j ∈ J and Vl+1 [j] = Vl [j] otherwise.
For each version, the file system computes two signature
extractions and one new full signature. These signatures

(i)

• its full signature σf ull is successfully verified and
was generated by a non-revoked user sl , i.e.,
(i)
Verify(P Ksi , Vi ,σf ull ) is true and sl ∈
/ RL.
(i)

• for i > 0, the extracted signature σold of old blocks of
Vi is successfully verified, that is:
(i−1)
Verify(P Ksi−1 ,old(Vi ),σold ) is true.
(i)

• for i > 0, the extracted signature σundo of undo blocks
of Vi is successfully verified,
(i−1)
i.e., Verify(P Ksi−1 ,undo(Vi ),σundo ) is true.
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VERIFY-VERSION(F, Vc ):
(c)
res =Verify(P Ksc , Vc ,σf ull )
if c = 0:
return res
return res∧
(c)
Verify(P Ksc−1 , old(Vc ),σold ) ∧
(c)
Verify(P Ksc−1 , undo(Vc ),σundo )
RECONSTRUCT(F, Vc , r):
if c = r:
return Vc
let Jc = {j|undo(Vc )[j] 6= [}
build Vc−1 such that:
undo(Vc )[j]
Vc−1 [j] =
Vc [j]

Therefore, when the checkout of a certain version Vi is
requested, there are three possible results:
• The requested version Vi is successfully built and validated.
• The validation of version Vi failed. Version Vk 6= Vi
and 0 ≤ k < i (where k is the highest value such
that Vk is valid) is returned instead. This means that
all versions Vj , (k < j ≤ i) are not valid, because of
signer sj ∈ RL.
• Vj =⊥ (failure) If during the validation of any version Vi of F a signature verification failure occurs,
the whole file is considered non-valid, the validation
process immediately ends and an error message is notified to the process that was accessing the file.

if j ∈ Jc
otherwise

if VERIFY-VERSION(F, Vc−1 ) is True:
return RECONSTRUCT(F, Vc−1 , r)
else return ⊥

5.4. File Encryption
In our scheme, file encryption is performed by means
of a lazy revocation scheme. This choice has one important reason: re-encrypting every involved files, whenever a
key revocation occurs, is not possible since Mobile Storage
Devices on which those files lie, may be not available.

VALIDATE(F, Vc , lsv)
if c = 0:
if sc ∈ RL:
return ⊥
else return lsv
Vc−1 ← RECONSTRUCT(F, Vc , c − 1)
if Vc−1 is ⊥:
return ⊥

5.4.1. Encryption Key Management
As introduced above, members of group G agree on a
set of cryptographic keys K = {k1 , . . .} in order to encrypt
(by means of a symmetric algorithm) the content of any
shared versioned file. We denote with t the time of validity
of the key kt ∈ K. At a certain time t = 1, when the
group G is formed, members use an initial set of keys K =
{k1 } containing just the first encryption key. Afterwards,
whenever one of the usual events in the group’s life-cycle
occurs (e.g., a user leaves the group, the encryption key
is disclosed), the GA revokes the key currently in use kt ,
generates a new key kt+1 and adds it to the set K. So that,
at time t + 1, we have K = {k1 , . . . , kt , kt+1 }, kt+1 is the
current key and any other key ki ∈ K where (1 ≤ i < t+1)
is revoked.

if sc ∈ RL:
lsv ← Vc−1
else lsv ← latest(Vc , lsv)
return VALIDATE(F, Vc−1 , lsv)

Figure 3: Pseudo-code of algorithms RECONSTRUCT and VALIDATE

In Figure 3 we show a description of algorithms RECONSTRUCT() and VALIDATE().

5.4.2. Revising Files
Let F = (V0 , . . . , Vn−1 ) be a versioned file shared by
group G, and let ui ∈ G be the user who adds the new
version Vn to F at time t. New blocks are mandatorily
encrypted using the current key kt ∈ K and added to the
file according to the scheme described above. The key-id
field of each block bi ∈ new(Vn ) is set to kt whereas blocks
in old(Vn ) and undo(Vn ) remain unchanged.

5.3. Handling Invalid File Versions
Now let us explain how the validation process allows the
file system to handle non-valid file versions.
We highlight that signature verification failures and “revoked signatures” are treated differently. Indeed, when a
signature verification fails, it is not possible to establish
whether the version which caused the failure has been altered rather than its signature. Moreover, if such a version
shares some blocks with other versions, it is not possible
to establish which is the bad one. Therefore, whenever
such events occur, the validation process fails and the file
is considered corrupted.
However, we assume that if revoked users still created
consistent versions, although the content might be somehow “wrong” or “malicious” (which, for instance, might
have been the reason for revocation), their versions can be
detected and the changes they introduce can be recovered.

5.4.3. Reading Files
Reading operations over the versioned file F may involve blocks created in different time slots and hence, encrypted with different encryption keys. For example, let
the user ui , who accesses the file F from an MSD attached to the platform U Pi , read the sequence of m blocks
{bj1 , bj2 , . . . , bjm }. In order to decrypt the block’s content
the user ui retrieves the keys {kj1 , · · · , kjm } from the set
K.
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5.4.4. Dealing with missing encryption keys
If U Pi is an off-line platform, it may happen that some
blocks of the version Vn of file F have been encrypted
with a key that is not present in K. This is the case
in which user ui has been revoked, thus, the platform is
not allowed to handle the file version which contains that
block whereas is still enabled to access to previous versions
of F . Therefore, the platform is forced to search for and
to check out the latest file version (say Vk , k < n) in which
the most recent encryption key is still present in K. Once
that version (if any) is reconstructed, the platform can
perform read operations as usual, whereas write operations
will lead to the creation of a new branch of F . In our
scheme, this operation creates a new file F 0 whose version
V10 is the copy of version Vk ∈ F and any possible change
made by ui is stored in the following versions of F 0 .

Let file F be composed of versions V0 , . . . , Vl , and consider an insider attacker uk ∈ G, uk 6= sl . We show
how TVFS prevents uk to successfully carry out the attacks listed above. We recall that the Content Extraction Signature C implemented by TVFS satisfies the CESUnforgeability property (see Section 2.1), as the standard
signature scheme S it is based upon, statisfies the standard
unforgeability property.
1. An adversary cannot push changes into an existing version. Suppose that uk aims at tampering
with the content of the record representing any existing intermediary version Vi , where 0 ≤ i < l. In
particular, the adversary may attempt to change either the content of any block bj , (including hi ), delete
any block bj or add a new block b̄ to Vi .
We first argue that TVFS does not allow uk to modify
any block bj ∈ Vi , ∀0 ≤ i < l. To this end, recall
that Vi is represented by the undo record undo(Vi+1 )
and that each block bj ∈ undo(Vi+1 ) is protected by
(i)
signatures σf ull , computed by the signer si and stored

6. Security Analysis
In this section we discuss the security model of TVFS.
In particular, we consider two important aspects:

(i)

in hi and σundo extracted by signer si+1 and stored in
hi+1 . Moreover, the integrity of block hi+1 in turn, is
(i+1)
assured by the signature σf ull computed by si+1 .
We firstly consider that si 6= si+1 . If uk 6= si and
uk 6= si+1 , in order to modify any block bj ∈ Vi , uk
(i)
(i+1)
should be able to forge σf ull and σf ull , but this is
not possible due to the standard unforgeability of S.
If uk = si , she can change the content of bj and re(i)
(i)
compute σf ull and σundo but cannot replace the latter

1. Any TVFS file can be freely replicated, even by untrusted users and platforms. Each unmodified copy is
considered valid while it can be successfully verified.
2. Each copy F 0 of F = (V0 , . . . , Vl ) is considered a valid
branch of F . In particular, if a non-revoked user uk
legitimately creates a new file F 0 = (V00 , . . . , Vk0 ) where
(Vi0 = Vi , 0 ≤ i ≤ k) and possibily new valid versions
0
0
Vk+1
, Vk+2
, . . . are added, the resulting file F 0 is considered a valid branch of F if Vk0 is a valid version of
F . Moreover, file F 0 is still a valid branch of F , even
if any user uj who signed a version Vj ∈ F, (j > k)
has been revoked.

(i+1)

in hi+1 since she cannot forge σf ull . Conversely, if
uk = si+1 , upon changing bj , the adversary can nei(i)
(i)
ther forge σf ull nor σundo .
We stress that the adversary can neither add a new
block b̄, nor delete any existing block bj from version
Vi , since both these actions entail the re-computation
of the involved signatures as well as the modification
of metadata contained in the blocks hi and hi+1 .
Consider the case in which uk = si = si+1 or, more
generally, consider that uk is managing to make fraudulent changes into a sequence of d intermediary versions Vi , Vi+1 , . . . , Vi+d which she signed herself. According to the assumptions we made above, we have
0 ≤ i < i + d < j = (i + d + 1) ≤ l and uk 6= sj so
that uk may produce a sequence of tampered versions
0
Vi0 , . . . , Vj−1
for F . However, the header block hj con-

In the following, we describe the main security threats
a versioning file system may encounter in our application
scenario, and we argue how TVFS copes with them.
6.1. Threat model
In our model, we consider insider attacks targeted at
changing the file history or silently altering the file content.
In particular, we consider the scenario in which a malicious
user uk aims at fraudulently modifying a certain file F =
(V0 , . . . , Vl ) in one of the following possible ways:
1. pushing some changes into the file without creating a
new version, i.e., changing the content of an existing
version;
2. changing the author of an existing intermediary version, e.g., so that a version initially created by a revoked user can be afterwards attributed to a different
author (e.g., uk );
3. deleting an existing intermediary version or creating
a new version between two existing consecutive versions;

(j)

(j)

tains the extracted signatures σundo and σold , both
(j−1)
extracted from the full signature σf ull of the original version Vj−1 . Let σ̄ be the full signature of the
0
tampered version Vj−1
, in order to push her changes
(j)

(j)

to the file, uk should be able to extract σundo and σold
from σ̄ but, due to the CES-unforgeability of C, this
(j−1)
0
is not possible, unless σ̄ =σf ull , that is Vj−1 = Vj−1
.
2. An adversary cannot change the author of an
existing version. Indeed, in order to replace the
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signer si in Vi , uk should be able to silently push
several changes to metadata contained in hi and hi+1 .
3. An adversary cannot delete or create intermediary versions. Indeed, deleting an intermediary version Vi , requires uk to make several changes
to the header block of version Vi+1 . In particular,
note that the header block hi of the vanishing version
Vi is contained in undo(Vi+1 ) whose extracted signature is stored in hi+1 . Consider that undo(Vi+1 ) and
undo(Vi ) necessarily differ as hi 6= hi−1 .
Analogously, inserting a new version Vi0 between Vi
and Vi+1 would require uk to either change extracted
signatures in hi+1 or make Vi0 include all blocks in
undo(Vi+1 ), but this is not possible since hi belongs
to undo(Vi+1 ) but not to Vi0 .

an arbitrary subset of the powerset of the document’s block
indices. This object should be handled carefully, for two
reasons: (1) it is attached to the signature, hence, its representation strategy affects the overall file system performance in terms of storage space, (2) membership queries
to rather large CEASes may produce unacceptable overhead. In our prototype we chose to replace the CEAS with
a list of “mandatory blocks” that contains the blocks of the
original document that must be present in every extracted
subdocument. Though this model is less general than the
original (that enables the signer to impose more sophisticated extraction policies), it is sufficient for the sake of
our experiments and performs remarkably better. Figure 4
summarizes results of our experiments with a full-python
implementation of TVFS. In particular, Figure 4(a) shows
the CES signature size, whereas Figures 4(b), 4(c) and
4(d) give a view over the scheme’s signature, extraction
and verification times. Graphs in Figures 4(e) and 4(f)
show respectively the time needed to check in a new version (e.g., as it happens when the user writes some changes
to the file), and to check-out the latest version from a twoversions file, that is the time spent in each iteration of the
VALIDATE() algorithm.
The experiments have been conducted on an ordinary
PC equipped with a processor AMD AthlonTM II X2, 4
Gigabytes of RAM and two hard disks Serial ATA.
We find that achieved experimental results are quite encouraging and show that our approach is practical and is
suitable to its target scenario. Performances are rather
good, considering that, usually, MSDs perform worse than
traditional hard disk so that, the overhead due to checkin and check-out operations is partially absorbed by the
device’s latency.
The main drawback of our approach is that using a bodied interpreted language such as Python significantly lowers performances, especially in term of I/O throughput.
On the other hand, we point out that Python offers a good
interface to native languages like C and C++ (as its variant jython does to the java world), so that it could be possible to implement some time-critical tasks with platformdependent components, though embedded in the overall
high-level infrastructure. Some experiments we did in this
direction produced promising results.

7. Prototype implementation
In this section, we briefly present a proof-of-concept prototype implementation of TVFS and discuss main issues
raised by this task, as well as the achieved performance.
The major properties that make Mobile Storage Devices
so widely appreciated are probably their extreme flexibility and portability, that allow users to transport and exchange files without any particular restriction or slowness.
Therefore, in designing TVFS our main aim was seconding these wishes, making possible to share multiple-version
files almost like plain files, among the widest possible set
of platforms.
To this end, we chose to implement TVFS as a user-level
file system layer leveraging on the FUSE framework [19], so
that its additional functionalities, could be transparently
mapped to the storage device’s chosen file system, achieving substantial independency from the user’s preferences.
Moreover, we chose to implement TVFS using Python [20],
a well known and consolidated high-level programming
language that provides a stable interface with the FUSE
framework. We remark that implementing the TVFS prototype using these two tools enables good OS portability, as FUSE is currently under development for several
mainstream operating systems, including Linux [19], Mac
OS X [21], and Windows [22, 23].
Our early experiments aimed at measuring the performance of a real-world implementation of the Content Extraction Signature scheme. Although theoretically, CES
should perform better than schemes based on batch signature, we wondered if, once implemented, it would also
offer high performance in practice. As a first step, we just
implemented the scheme as is proposed in [11]. The implementation of the Content Extraction Access Structure
was the main matter of concern. This structure is used,
during extracted signature verifications, to check if the extracted subdocument is composed of a legitimate subset
of the full document’s blocks, in other words the verifier
check whether the set of the subdocument’s indices belongs to the CEAS. Therefore, the CEAS is described as

8. Related Work
Versioning file systems have a more than thirty years
long history. Among the earliest solutions, we mention the
file system of the long-lived VMS [24] operating system,
which since the eigthies allows users to handle multiple
versions of their files, the Cedar [25] and the Elefant [26]
file systems.
Versioning file systems usually fall in two categories:
continuous versioning and snapshotting file system, according to how and when new versions are created. Continuous versioning file systems such as CVFS [29], VesionFS [27] and Wayback [30], create a new version of a
10

(a) Size of the signature of full documents composed of 50,
. . . ,5000 blocks. The Signature size is independent from the
block size.

(b) Time employed to compute the signature of full documents
composed of 50, . . . , 5000 blocks. Time performance was measured on files with blocks of different sizes (512, . . . , 4096 bytes).

(c) Time employed to extract the signature for subdocument
composed of different subsets of blocks from an original document whose block size is 4096 bytes.

(d) Time employed to verify the extracted signature for subdocument of different sizes.

(e) Time employed to check in a new version

(f) Time employed to check out the latest version from a twoversions file

Figure 4: Content Extraction Signature: performance summary.
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Name

Main
tures

fea-

Architecture

TVFS

File encryption;
trustworthy
data
retention, verifiable
history
in
a
seamless interval of time

The repository
lies on an untrusted MSD

VDisk[5]

File-grained
versioning; reliable log mgmt.

The client is a
compartment
running a legacy
OS. Versioning
is implemented
as a layer below
the Xen virtual
driver
interface; user-level
applications
accomplish
versioning and
logging tasks.

Ext3Cow
with
audit[2]

Extends
the
Ext3 file system
witha a mechanism
which
features
verifiable
digital
audit trials.

When a new
version is committed, a MAC
for the change
is
generated
and
published
to a trusted
third
party
which maintains
the file history
information.

Ext3Cow
with
secure
del.[3]

Extends
the
Ext3 file system
with
a
mechanism for
secure deletion
of individual file
snapshots.

Features blockgrained
data
encryption with
authenticated
encryption.
A portion of
the
resulting
cyphertext(stub)
is
stored as metadata and is the
only part which
is
processed
when a secure
deletion occurs.

SVSDS[4]

Selective
filegrained versioning;
Unauthorized
changes
reversibility;
enhanced
file
access control.

Leverages
on
a
dedicated
storage device
whose firmware
implements
the
version
control system
and a trusted
administrative
interface.

VersionFS[27] Plain versioning
with
file system layer
Truecrypt[28] mounted on top
of an encrypted
MSD.

The repository
lies on an MSD
that is plugged
to a personal
workstation.

Requirements

Trust model

Applicable to
MSDs

Type Key Mgmt

Trusted
client
OS,
untrusted
repository

Trusted
client
OS,
untrusted
repository

Cont. Generic
PKI
plus encryption
key distribution
service

XEN based virtualized infrastructure

The hardware is
assumed physically
secure.
The
virtualization layer is
trusted.
The
client OS and
the
user-level
components are
untrusted

Not applicable

Cont. n/a

Remote
audit
server managed
by a trusted
third party

Auditor
relies
on the audit
server.
The
file storage is
untrusted

Not
applicable, unless a
mechanism
to
distinguish
among different
clones of the
storage devices
is provided.

Snap. Users are provided
of
a
public/private
key pari by an
external
PKI.
File encryption
keys are stored
in “lockboxes”
encrypted with
the user’s private key.

The client OS is
trusted; It is assumed that the
HD is physically
secure

Not applicable.
An MSD can
be
arbitrarily
removed
and
cloned.

Snap. As in [2]

The storage device is trusted,
the client OS is
untrusted

Not applicable
on
untrusted
off-the-shelf
MSD.

Snap. N/a

Trusted
OS

Trusted
OS

Cont. Relies on an external key management infrastructure.

Dedicated storage device.

client

Figure 5: Related work, main features summary.
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client

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

Storage device independence

Client OS Independence

X
X

X

X

X

Device FS independence

X

Trusted remote storage server

X

Trusted storage device

Trusted client OS

X

Trusted third party

Per device encryption

X

Per block encryption

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

Per file encryption

X

Per version encryption

X
X
X

Content revocation (per user)

X
X
X

Version merging/pruning

Change undeniability

X

Change immutability

X

Data retrievability

Data secrecy

X
X
X

Data integrity

History reliability
TVFS
VDisk[5]
Ext3Cow+audit[2]
Ext3Cow+secure del.[3]
SVSDS[4]
VersionFS[27]+Truecrypt[28]

X

X

Figure 6: Features comparison

file, every single time it is modified, so that the set of all
version of a file seamlessly represents its history. So called
snapshotting file systems like Ext3Cow [31], retain multiple versions of the whole files system (snapshots), created
automatically at regular intervals of time. However, snapshotting file systems cannot keep track of changes made
between two snapshots.
Pursuing the regulatory compliance has been one of the
main guidelines to several secure versioning file system
projects. Peterson et al. proposed two cryptographic extensions of Ext3Cow which feature secure deletion [3] and
verifiable auditing [2]. More in general, the main goal of
a secure versioning file system is to guarantee file version
integrity, retrievability and historical log reliability. To do
so, SVSDS [4] and VDisk [5], push file block-grained versioning into the boundaries of a Trusted Computing Base
respectively identified with the disk drive firmware or a
secure Virtual Machine Monitor which embodies a virtual
storage device.
Designing a versioning file system is still a challenging
task, as it is essentially a matter of achieving an acceptable tradeoff among I/O throughput, storage space employment and, having deal with sensitive data retaining,
security requirements. The latter aspect, in particular,
highly impacts on the overall architecture. Moving the
versioning functionality out of the Operating System as
in SVSDS and VDisk allows to keep the data repository
rather far from the hands of potential intruders, as well
as implementing such functionalities at such a low level
may significantly improve performance. However, this approach does not fit those application scenarios in which the
data repository lies on mobile or untrusted storage devices,
as we focus on in this paper. Analogously, leveraging on
a trusted third party, as happens in [3] and [2] for versioning operations, poses several problems with respect to
the traditional way MSD are used. For example, allowing
users to freely make multiple copies of a repository could
affect the capacity to log the actions done to any file it
contains, coherently.
A very basic approach to enhance the security of a plain

versioning file system, within our target scenario, is storing
its repository on an encrypted volume [32, 28]. However,
this solution lacks of flexibility as it does not allow to implement fine-grained access control policy and poses some
non trivial issues to handle users/keys revocation. Figure 5 summarizes main characteristics of some of related
works cited above. A feature-by-feature comparison with
TVFS is shown in Figure 6.
As far as we know, TVFS is one of the earliest versioning
file systems, designed to explicitly cope with security issues raised by managing data stored on untrusted storage
devices as MSDs.

9. Conclusion
In this paper we present the design and the implementation of a novel Trusted Versioning File System (TVFS)
that achieves confidentiality and integrity of stored files, as
well as the authenticity of their change history in a certain
seamless interval of time. Unlike the majority of existing
secure versioning file systems, TVFS mainly targets those
application scenarios in which the data repository resides
on untrusted Mobile Storage Devices, such as forthcoming
e-health applications that increasingly delegate patient’s
data storage to personal held devices.
TVFS security leverages on the Content Extraction Signature scheme, to implement its data repository. In this
paper we describe the overall architecture TVFS aims to
fit, the data repository’s structure, the versioning process
and the file signature scheme. Eventually, we analyze its
security achievements.
We present a proof-of-concept prototype which implements a user-level file system layer that can work independently from the underlying storage technology and file
system type. It is written in a high-level programming language, achieving high flexibility and portability. Early performance measurements are also presented and discussed.
We belief that our results promise remarkable improvements.
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Although we explicitly address the problem of enforcing
access control over USB drives and similar devices, our
solution could be extended to distributed architectures.
For instance, in a cloud computing infrastructure the file
repository can be hosted by a third party service provider
and can be accessed through the network.
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